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Overview
Michael Bay is perhaps the 
most polarising figure in 
mainstream blockbusters. 
His films are stylish and 
often make extraordinarily 
inventive use of film 
grammar. However, because 
his camera is forever in 
motion and his editing tempo never less than manic, 
his work is sometimes accused of being incoherent. 

In an interview on Bay’s website he states that,
“In terms of action scenes I want the audience to 
feel like they’re inside of it; that they are living it 
and not just watching it from afar. I like putting the 
audience at privileged angles, where they’re feeling 
it rather than just watching it unfold in from of 
them.” (Miller, 1998)

Some techniques for study and 
exploration:
•  Use of intensified continuity with extremely fast 

editing tempos, such as in The Rock (1996) where 
Bay uses this quick fire editing tempo to add a 
sense of bombardment to the film’s car chase 
sequence

•  Playing with scale to suggest a larger than life 
world of endless action and excitement by using 
a very long lens with action occurring on multiple 
planes, for example, in the opening of Bad Boys 
(1995) he shoots a shot of a car approaching us 
through a long lens but frames the shot so that a 
descending airplane dominates the background 

•  Use of circular tracking shots (a Michael Bay 
signature shot) where the camera circles a character 
whilst they are rising into frame and continues to 
swoop around them as they stand still.  Bay adds 
additional depth and motion to these shots by 
shooting them with a telephoto zoom lens which 
compresses the background, making it appear to 
rush past at speed as the camera moves

Some recommended texts:*
Armageddon (1988)

The Rock (1996)

Pearl Harbour (2001)

Transformers (2007)

Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen (2009)

Transformers: Dark of the Moon (2011)

Transformers: Age of Extinction (2014)
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*Please note that the filmography of some practitioners 
featuring in the A2 MIA fact file series may include 18 certificate 
films. These films, if significant, may be mentioned in the 
overview to provide career background but will not be listed 
as recommended for study by CCEA. It is the responsibility of 
the teacher to ensure that students only view films with age 
appropriate content and certification.

Many films have had their certification reviewed in recent 
years. For more details go to www.bbfc.co.uk and use the film 
certification search function.
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